Health Synthetic Data to Enable Health Learning System and Innovation: A Scoping Review
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Abstract. With the recent advancement in the field of machine learning, health synthetic data has become a promising technique to address difficulties with time consumption when accessing and using electronic medical records for research and innovations. However, health synthetic data utility and governance have not been extensively studied. A scoping review was conducted to understand the status of evaluations and governance of health synthetic data following the PRISMA guidelines. The results showed that if synthetic health data are generated via proper methods, the risk of privacy leaks has been low and data quality is comparative to real data. However, the generation of health synthetic data has been generated on a case-by-case basis instead of being scaled up. Furthermore, regulations, ethics, and data sharing of health synthetic data have primarily been inexplicit, although common principles for sharing such data do exist.
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1. Introduction

Health data, especially electronic medical records (EMRs), are often stored in disparate systems and formats, rendering integration and standardization difficult [1-2]. Additionally, health data has been strictly regulated by laws, including the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) in the United States (US), the Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) in Canada, and General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) in the European Union (EU) [3]. Researchers and developers often depend on de-identified, aggregated data to test theories, models, algorithms, or prototypes, but it takes a substantial amount of time and resources to retrieve, aggregate, and de-identify relevant data before it can be used [1-2].

One approach to solve this issue is the creation of realistic, high-quality synthetic health datasets that capture as many of the complexities of the original data sets, but do not include any real patient data [1]. In this scoping review, synthetic data is considered different from deidentified, aggregated data. The latter remains to be a type of real data, whereas the former is completely unreal data created from the real data. For example, the Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD) in the United Kingdom (UK) has created synthetic datasets available for research [4]. The Agency for Healthcare Research and
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Quality (AHRQ) in the US also has Synthetic Healthcare Database for Research (SyHDR) available [5]. Synthetic health data can reflect the characteristics of a population of interest and be a useful resource for researchers, health information technology developers, and informaticians. Therefore, health synthetic data provides great promises to protect patient privacy, diversify datasets, and enhance medical and innovative research. Unlike UK and US, Canada has very limited sharable and useful high-quality health synthetic datasets that meet findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR) standards, despite its footprint in the Common Infrastructure for National Cohort in Europe, Canada, and Africa (CINECA) projects [6]. Although there are principles such as FAIR and CARE (Collective benefit, Authority to control, Responsibility, Ethics) [7-8], applications or implementations of these principles on health synthetic data have remained limited.

With the advance of machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI), generation of synthetic data has been extensively studied [9]. Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN), along with its customizations, have been promising methods for synthetic data generation recently [9]. Although GANs still have its limitations, they can preserve privacy of health synthetic data more than conventional statistical methods [9]. Furthermore, federated learning is another promising technique to protect data privacy and security since it can train AI models without exchanging real or synthetic data across multiple nodes or networks. This can prevent critical data compromises, but it has not been optimized and implemented at a larger scale [10-11]. If GANs and federated learning can be used together to generate FAIR or CARE health synthetic data, it will create a robust and optimal health data network to protect sensitive patient data and accelerate health research and innovations [10-11]. Although scholars have thoroughly investigated methods for synthetic data generation [9], other gaps, including data utility and governance of health synthetic data, have not been studied comprehensively. Therefore, this scoping review aimed to better understand the current knowledge in the identified gaps and future directions for the health synthetic data.

2. Methods

The scoping review was completed by following the PRISMA Extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) [12]. PubMed, Scopus, and Google Scholar were used to search not only peer-reviewed journal articles, but also grey literature related to our research. The primary reviewer screened the titles and abstracts of all possibly relevant articles written in English and published between 2012 to December 2022 to determine whether they should be included in full article reviews and retrieved the full articles. Relevant articles were then read, and each paragraph was coded for specific themes (e.g., DG for data governance) by the primary and secondary reviewers. The entire article was then classified by the majority of paragraph themes. The articles were therefore grouped based on their main theme to summarize the main findings. Any discrepancies were discussed and solved by all the reviewers.
3. Results

3.1. Evaluations of Data Quality, Privacy, and Utility

Synthetic data generation models, utility of the generated health data and privacy concerns of that synthesized health data are co-related. Currently there is no industry standard to produce health synthetic data, however, one of the most popular models are the GANs. These models produce robust synthetic data when the real-world data is also robust by identifying trends in the real-world data without overfitting the synthesized data [13]. Overfitting can take place when the data generated is too similar or almost identical to the real-world data. This becomes problematic with privacy preservation as some examples could be synthesized that are too similar to real-world data.

With the recent boom in electronically stored health-related data, there has been a proportional increase in concerns about privacy protection [14]. Synthetic health data synthesis is a key factor in elevating stress associated with health data related privacy concerns. Currently, many models exist to synthesize synthetic data; however, GANS are the most popular.

Common use cases of health synthetic data can be assigned into 6 general categories: (1) EMRs [15], (2) health insurance claims [5, 13, 16], (3) administrative health data or surveys [13-14, 16-18], (4) bioinformatics [6], (5) medical images [15], and (6) sensor data [19]. Depending on how data processing is done, data in these categories can be treated as longitudinal or cross-sectional in corresponding analyses.

3.2. Health Synthetic Governance, Data Sharing, and Ethics

Compared to deidentified real patient data, health synthetic data have primarily remained as a grey area in corresponding regulations that govern and protect patient privacy, and its generation and sharing have also been done on a case-by-case basis for research. This has raised many legal and ethical questions that have no clear answers yet. Take informed consents for example. Under HIPAA’s privacy rule in the US, creating deidentified data is regarded as healthcare operations of a covered entity [20]. Therefore, informed consents from patients are not required even if the deidentified data will function as a database for research [20]. The similar logic applies to EU’s GDPR and Canada’s PIPEDA [3]. However, health synthetic data is not de-identified data. Instead, they are fake data artificially created if properly generated, but they closely reflect characteristics of real data. Therefore, this brings up a question: should synthetic health data be considered as protected health information (PHI) or human subject, thus needing informed consents and/or research ethics reviews?

Although health synthetic data appear to be promising for health innovations, sharing synthetic data health is not as common as established databases consisting of real data. Some have advocated that health synthetic data should also follow the FAIR principles for data sharing and open science [8, 21]. Additionally, CARE principles have gained attractions when indigenous data are involved [7, 22]. Existing histories regarding the unfair and unethical treatments of indigenous peoples have strained relationships between indigenous peoples and researchers, resulting in policies that limit data sharing [23]. However, this exclusion of indigenous data sets poses a limitation for a field such as synthetic health data as indigenous datasets can inform many of the machine learning models and clinical algorithms used in research and training [23]. The underrepresented
sample of indigenous datasets limits the predictive accuracy of machine learning models, which leads to unintended biases and misinformed data decisions for indigenous peoples and their health [23]. Furthermore, data that has been historically available for indigenous peoples tends to focus on negative outcomes. To increase healthcare access and equity for indigenous peoples, a need for accurate indigenous data is necessary [24]. Synthetic health data will help close this gap in knowledge but requires partnerships with indigenous peoples and synthetic data stakeholders to address this limitation. To inform healthcare and data decisions for indigenous peoples, there is strong need for indigenous data sovereignty. One such way to tackle this issue is with data governance that can be implemented in partnership with indigenous peoples [25]. This also further pushes the discussion of indigenous data sovereignty for synthetic health data. It is unclear who would own that data and in which ways indigenous peoples are involved in the data governance process. Nonetheless, the CARE principles can address historical inequities and provide indigenous peoples a platform wherein they have data sovereignty [7, 22].

4. Discussion

As shown in this scoping review, the existing literature about synthetic health data governance and evaluations is scarce. This has suggested gaps to be filled in the future. To generate high-quality and useful health synthetic data, it is important to avoid “garbage in, garbage out.” Therefore, the quality of original real data is of great importance. Once synthetic health data are created via proper methods, the risk of privacy breaches becomes lower than deidentified, aggregated real data. However, synthetic data hasn’t been generated routinely as a means to share data. Compared to advanced ML techniques to generate high-quality synthetic health data on a case-by-case basis, data governance, including regulations, ethics, and data sharing, for synthetic health data have remained scarce. Researchers have recommended to follow and apply existing legal and ethical governance, as well as common principles for synthetic health data sharing. However, policies still need to be updated accordingly to explicitly indicate whether or not synthetic health data will be governed as human subject data.

5. Conclusion

Health synthetic data offers a promising solution to accelerate health research and innovations. However, its generations and uses have not been scaled up. Further research and regulatory guidelines are needed in data governance and quality evaluations.
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